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Unfavourable metabolic milieu in visceral obesity
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SUMMARY
Abdominal obesity is associated with an increased risk of cardio-
vascular disease and death from related causes which may be
partly mediated by changes in insulin-glucose homoeostasis and
in the lipoprotein levels. Although this phenomenon has been
studied in women there is much less evidence of an association
between visceral obesity and metabolic alterations in men. The
authors therefore studied 58 overweight men (body mass
index >27 kg/m-) and 29 non-obese men (body mass index
<25 kg/m") with an age range of 29 to 42 years. They were
apparently healthy non-smokers who were subjected to: (i) a
complete history, physical examination and body density
measurement (by the hydrostatic weighing technique), (ii) per-
centage body fat and waist-hip ratio (WHR) calculation according
to established criteria, (iii) cr scans at the L4 and L5 vertebra
(abdominal) and at mid-distance between the knee and iliac
crest (femoral) levels, (iv) measurement of total adipose tissue
(AT) areas and abdominal, visceral, subcutaneous and femoral
AT areas, (v) an oral glucose tolerance test and determination
of plasma glucose, insulin and glucagon concentrations, and
(vi) measurement of plasma lipoprotein levels.

The results showed that obese men had significantly higher
fasting plasma glucose, insulin, glucagon, triglyceride and
cholesterol levels, and lower plasma high density lipoprotein
(HDL) cholesterol concentrations as compared to lean men.
The abdominal visceral AT area and the ratio of abdominal to
femoral AT areas were positively correlated to the fasting
plasma insulin, and insulin and glucose areas under the. curve.
No association was observed between the femoral AT area and
indices of insulin-glucose homoeostasis in obese men. The ratio
of abdominal to femoral AT areas also positively correlated with
plasma triglyceride and negatively correlated with plasma HDL,
HDL2 and HDL3 cholesterol levels. In obese men, femoral AT
area was negatively correlated with plasma triglyceride concen-
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.tration and positively correlated with plasma HDL and HDL2
cholesterol levels. The subcutaneous AT area and the glucose
area under the curve in both groups of men were significantly
correlated but this association was not independent from the
percentage of body fat. No significant associations were noticed
between visceral AT area, ratio of abdominal to femoral AT
areas, and various indices of carbohydrate and lipoprotein
metabolism in the group of lean men.

The authors concluded that visceral obesity was associated
with derangements in insulin-glucose homoeostasis and that the
ratio of abdominal to femoral AT showed a correlation with
plasma lipoprotein levels suggesting that thigh fat may have
a protective effect. These derangements did not occur in lean
men regardless of the nature of their AT distribution.

COMMENT
The health of an obese person is affected in many ways.
Psychological and behavioural consequences generally lead
to development of a negative self-image and altered social
interactions. Medical problems include coronary artery
disease, hypertension, glucose intolerance, disorders of.
pulmonary physiology and gallstones, resulting in excess
mortality compared to the general population. Some ofthese
afflictions are partially or wholly reversible, if optimal weight
loss is achieved.

Obesity leads to hyperinsulinaemia, which is generally due
to resistance to the action of insulin. Hyperinsulinaemia to a
large extent, provides an interface for the development of
glucose intolerance, coronary artery disease, dyslipopro-
teinaemia and hypertension. Lately, various workers have
concentrated on the importance of regional obesity; its
relation with coronary artery disease and various other
cardiovascular risk factors. Studies employing computerized
tomography have demonstrated that the amount of intra-
abdominal fat is positively correlated with the glucose levels
during the glucose tolerance test.' This may be a consequ-
ence of anincreased level of free fatty acids in the portal vein
affecting hepatic glucose uptake and leading on to .
hyperglycaemia and insulin resistance.? A similar relation-
ship has been demonstrated between visceral obesity and
hyperinsulinaemia and the dyslipidaemias. It has also been
suggested that since obese females have a predominantly
gluteo-femoral distribution of fat, the impact of complex
metabolic-hormonal alterations, occurring in obese men
with predominantly omental fat deposition, may not be
commonly observed.

In addition to strengthening the correlation between
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visceral obesity, insulin levels and glycaemic status, the
authors also suggest that the ratio of abdominal to femoral
AT areas was the best independent correlate of plasma
triglyceride and HDL cholesterol levels and that thigh fat has
a protective effect.

The reason for the differential alteration of metabolic
status due to an increase in AT areas in different regions of
the human body is not entirely clear. However, some earlier
research studies have attempted to define the regional
metabolic differences in adipose tissue and metabolic charac-
teristics of intra-abdominal AT. Bolinder et al.3 have
demonstrated that the antilipolytic effect of insulin and
receptor affinity were higher and dissociation of !25I-insulin
slower in those who had subcutaneous rather than intra-
abdominal fat. Overall, omental fat was less responsive to
the antilipolytic activity of insulin. However, this interesting
observation only partially explains the observed alterations.

It is difficult and expensive to measure AT areas with the
help of a CT scanner in epidemiological studies, and the
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SUMMARY
On the basis of reports that the Guillain-Barre syndrome
improves with plasma exchange, the authors conducted a trial
comparing this complicated treatment with the more simple
method of intravenous gamma globulin injection in acute cases
who had had the syndrome for less than two weeks and were
unable to walk independently. The patients were randomly
assigned to receive five plasma exchanges or five doses of
intravenous gamma globulin (0.4 glkglday). After 150 patients
had been treated, the strength had improved by one grade or
more in 34% of those treated with plasma exchange compared
with 53% of those treated with immune globulin (95% confi-
dence intervals, 3% to 34%, p=0.024). The median time for
improvement by one grade was 41 days with plasma exchange
and 27 days with immune globulin therapy (p=0.05). The
immune globulin group had significantly fewer complications
and less need for artificial ventilation. They, therefore, concluded
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waist-hip ratio provides a rough but useful index in this
setting. We should now study the complex network of
metabolic factors in obese Indians (with predominantly
visceral fat deposition) and their relation to racial, ethnic
and genetic variations.
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that intravenous gamma globulin is as effective as plasma
exchange, if not superior, in the acute Guillain-Barre syndrome.

COMMENT
This is an important paper which suggests that intravenous
injections of gamma globulin should be used in patients
with the acute Guillain-Barre syndrome where facilities for
plasmapheresis are not available. Unfortunately, the present
cost of a five-day course in an adult will be about Rs 50000
which is way beyond the reach of most of our patients. In
another paper! a group reports the results in patients with the
Guillain-Barre syndrome, 1 year after plasmapheresis.
Seventy-one per cent of those treated with plasma exchange
regained full muscle strength compared to 52% in the control
group. Sixty per cent of the treated group had no residual
signs compared to 37% of the controls. Unfortunately,
in both groups, 11% of the patients had major residual
disability at 1 year. Thus it seems that not only does plasma-
pheresis help in treating patients with the acute Guillain-
Barre syndrome but the effects of treatment last for at least
one year. It will be interesting to know how the patients given
intravenous gamma globulin fared in the long term.
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